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Jewelry with Identity…Thailand’s Precious Heritage

Thailand is one of the world’s key jewelry manufacturing bases. With its advantages in
craftsmanship and diverse jewelry making knowledge, Thai jewelry products have been highly
recognized in the global market for their attractive design and internationally standardized
quality. The country’s capacity in jewelry production does not only lie on export-oriented
industrial factories but it also resides in local craftsmen’s production of identity jewelry products,
which are precious and reflect Thailand’s wisdoms, cultures and identities.

Jewelry with Thai Identity
Diversity of lifestyles, traditions and cultures of Thai people
in different regions influences and originates different styles
of art works including jewelry. Thai identity jewelry products
are resulted from efforts of local craftsmen who manifest
cultural wisdoms and convey local stories onto jewelry pieces
to explicitly demonstrate an identity of each region. Thai jewelry
products, namely gold jewelry, silver jewelry, nielloware jewelry,
are produced by skillful artisans and display local identities
through diversified alluring patterns. They induce recognition
and indicate their origins related to Thailand’s distinctive
characteristics.
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Gold Jewelry
Major production areas of traditional gold jewelry products are located in Central
Thailand’s provinces, Sukhothai and Petchaburi. Traditional gold jewelry products are unique
and different from general gold jewelry products because of their difference in gold purity
of 99.5-99.99 percent. Moreover, Thai traditional arts are incorporated in pattern design
for jewelry pieces. Gold jewelry pieces of Sukhothai and Petchaburi are considered superior
art works with cognitive foundation in production and pattern design based on authentic
Thai arts, which often related to religion, historic sites and lifestyles of Thai people in the
past. However, due to different environment in each region, gold jewelry pieces from the
areas bear diverse details in patterns and production techniques that they become more
unique with distinctive local identities. For example, to produce Sukhothai gold jewelry,
patterns influenced by ancient Sukhothai Kingdom’s cultures are used and gold weaving
and enameling techniques are also employed to add colors, red, green, blue and white,
onto jewelry pieces. Special techniques are applied in Petchaburi gold jewelry production to
create a filing ring, or a ring set with polki gemstones and both sides of its setting are filed
into cavities, to make Luk Son (pinecone) pattern and to curl gold wires into a shape similar
to a Chinese lantern for Pawalum pattern.

Left: Luk Son pattern, a distinctive local characteristic of Petchaburi gold jewelry.
Center: Sukhothai gold jewelry with color enameling and pattern carving techniques.
Right: Weaved necklace is a unique technique of Sukhothai gold jewelry.
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Carved patterns on a wall of a
historic site influences patterns
seen on a gold jewelry setting.
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Silver Jewelry
products in Surin, a province located in North-eastern
Thailand with areas adjacent to Cambodia, are influenced by
Khmer arts. As a result, silver products of Amphoe Khwao
Sinarin in the province totally differ from silver jewelry
products of other provinces in designs. Their production
primarily employs carved beads and unique local shapes
such as a Dok Takao, a Khmer name for a flat circular silver
piece with jagged edges similar to the sun. Craftsmen usually
use bended wires to make patterns embellishing each Dok
Takao piece.

Thai silver jewelry is mostly produced in Thailand’s
northern and north-eastern provinces, namely, Chiang
Mai, Nan, Sukhothai and Surin. Designs of Chiang Mai
silver jewelry are influenced by ancient Lanna cultures,
greatly flourishing around 18th-21st Buddhist century;
different fields of arts; and concepts in Buddhism, beliefs,
literatures and cultures regarding lifestyles of Lanna
people. Silver jewelry production areas in Chiang Mai
are located in Wualai Road, Bansrisuphan Community,
Amphoe Muang, and Bankad in Amphoe Mae Wang, located
about 30 kilometers from Chiang Mai’s downtown area.
Silver jewelry produced in Nan is originated from lifestyles,
beliefs and cultures of hill tribes living in the province.
Key production areas are in Amphoe Muang and Amphoe
Pua. Patterns used in silver jewelry pieces of Chiang Mai
and Nan are equally intricate and beautiful. However, as
environments and attitudes of artisans vary according to
their localities, silver jewelry pieces from the sources bear
their own distinctions. Patterns used in Chiang Mai silver
jewelry are usually related to Buddhism and Lanna legends,
beliefs, literatures and lifestyles. Nan’s silver jewelry
products emphasize on patterns concerning nature and
hill tribes’ way of life connected with highland farming
and gathering from the wild to make a living.

Nan Silver Jewelry

Sukhothai Silver Jewelry

Hammering technique is used in most of Chiang Mai silver
jewelry products.

In Sukhothai, silver jewelry products are produced in
Amphoe Si Satchanalai with production process, which
involves a technique from a local wisdom (silver wire
weaving) and enameling. Resulted patterns reflect the
glorious arts and cultures of the ancient Sukhothai
Kingdom, Thailand’s first kingdom of around 700 years
ago (B.E. 1792-present), such as Sangkhalok ceramic
wares and mural paintings in historic sites. Silver jewelry
Surin Silver Jewelry
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Nielloware
materials used for formation. Principal materials used are
silver and gold. After formation process, the materials are
carved with traditional Thai patterns. Lai Kanok, is a pattern
mainly used as a standard carving pattern contrasting to
a background filled with a black mixture. Bangles and rings
are primarily produced items.

Nielloware is an identity product of Nakhon Si Thammarat,
located in Southern Thailand. In the past, niellowares are
elite handcrafts commonly used in royal courts but they have
been widely worn by people in Southern Thailand because of
their beliefs in the products’ value and auspicious quality.
Nielloware can be divided into many categories depend on

Preserve & Create more Value to Jewelry with Thai Identity
However, it has been worrisome that number of skillful
craftsmen in communities has currently been declining.
Production sector has to face a workforce shortage due to
retirement of aged workers; skilled workers transferring to
other work fields with less labor and younger generations
are not interested in training in artwork because they are
lack of patience. These pose risks in loss of wisdom because
identity jewelry products are precious heritages, presenting
Thai identities, which are unlike jewelry products of other
countries. Meanwhile, insufficient number of existing artisans
has caused deficient supplies of products to fulfill demand
of domestic and international buyers. Thus, this is a national
issue, which has to be promptly solved in order to preserve
cherished identity jewelry products. The problem can be
handled by building extensive popularity of identity jewelry
products, emphasizing the image of Thai craftsmen as
producers of high quality handcrafts, broadening trading
channels to increase revenue and economic strength of local
entrepreneurs to be able to stand firm in producing identity
products and preserving local wisdoms as well as pressing
on generating more new generations of skilled workers.

Jewelry products with Thai identity have a key advantage in
their selling points concerning presentation of a background
story of each piece, distinctively reflecting Thai identity. The
story generates value and a memorable image. Because of
their quality and intricate design as they are meticulously
produced, they have a substantial consumer base of Thai
and foreigners, principally tourists visiting the areas. The
jewelry production promotes the country’s economy from
the foundation by generating income for local people and
effectively enables them to become independent. Consequently,
it will help stimulate Thailand’s economy to flourish.
Jewelry products with identity are handcrafts, which
require a long period of time in production. Patience and
meticulousness is needed as most of the steps of production
process are done by hands. Machines are seldom involved
in some steps. It takes 2-4 weeks to produce a piece of
jewelry. Most of the craftsmen have been trained to master
necessary skills by their ancestors. Identity jewelry products
are largely manufactured in households or small factories,
which gather experienced and skillful craftsmen in the
communities to work. Generally, there are 5-30 workers in
an establishment. The number is considered very few compared
to that of industrial factories manufacturing jewelry products.
Producers in each community have capacity in producing
jewelry products of almost every category: earring, ring,
necklace, bangle, belt and hairpin.

Although a workforce shortage may hinder identity jewelry
production, if every sector is aware of value of Thai wisdoms
and earnestly help preserve and carry them on, handicraft
skills for identity jewelry production will be passed on and
perpetually remain Thailand’s precious heritages.
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E–Commerce Potential in CLMV and ASEAN

In 2017, e-commerce business generated globally circulating capital around US 2.3 trillion
dollars, a 24.8 percent growth from the previous year. According to a study by eMarketer’s, it
was found that the growth was resulted from m-commerce or the use of mobile phones to buy
products online, which earned a share of 58.9 percent. The share is likely to escalate to 72.9 percent
in the next 3 years. A study in e–commerce business in Thailand’s ASEAN neighboring countries
indicates that though CLMV market has not quite flourished, as their gross domestic product
(GDP) per capita will constantly increase almost 10 percent per year within 2020, consequently,
purchasing power of CLMV countries, particularly Vietnam, will expand. Moreover, there is a
remarkable change since Malaysia has been collaborating with China’s governmental sector
and private sector like Alibaba to develop digital trade.

Vietnam: The Country with Opportunity for E-commerce Market in CLMV
This is due to continually growing number of middle class
consumers, the main purchasing power, caused by economic
growth. It was estimated that gross national income (GNI)
per capita of Vietnam will increase from US 1,400 dollars
per person per year to US 3,400 dollars per person per year
or more than a 2-fold increase in the next 3 years.

E-commerce market potential of CLMV countries is
hidden in Vietnam. Although, online markets in CLMV have
not been much vigorous, consumption trend of countries in
the group have been directly influenced by that of Thailand.
Online product popularity, which has been favorably expanding
in Thailand, has been slowly penetrating into Cambodia, Laos,
Myanmar, and Vietnam, one of the most notable countries.
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Vietnam has been rapidly developing from its
government’s support. In 2017, Vietnam’s e-commerce grew
35 percent. The country’s growth rate was 2.5 folds higher than
that of Japan. Moreover, communication network infrastructure
system like the Internet system grew 2.1 folds from the previous
year. It was estimated that Vietnam’s online sales will expand

to US 10 billion dollars in 2020, or a 10 percent growth each
year. Thus, Vietnam is, undoubtedly, an attractive e-commerce
market for investment in related fields such as the Internet
system, banking and financial system as well as transportation
system.

However, basic public utilities benefitting online
trading are still concentrated in urban areas. Vietnam has
been facing the problem like other countries in CLMV because
infrastructures concerning transportation, financial technology,
and communication network benefitting online buyers and
sellers remain clustered in big cities and tourist cities such as
Ho Chi Minh and Hanoi in Vietnam’s, and Vientiane in Laos.

Furthermore, as financial and transportation systems in CLMV
have not been able to fulfill online trading’s needs. Therefore,
online trading have to adapt according to existing limitations.
Buyers and sellers prefer cash on delivery while sellers in
remote areas choose sending products by buses and buyers
will pick up the products at bus terminals.

Internet Penetration of ASEAN Population
Myanmar
Vietnam

35.0% Laos PDR

33.4%

66.3%
Philippines

82.4% Thailand

78.3% Malaysia

62.9%

Cambodia

49.3%

Brunei

94.7%

83.6% Singapore
53.7% Indonesia

Source: Internetworldstats, data calculation by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)

CLMV’s Hot Websites
CAMBODIA: Glad Market, Shop168, and MALL855 are
Cambodia’s popular local websites. Glad Market has been
earning the highest popularity. Meanwhile, MALL855 has
upgraded its service form to a free application for Android.
However, the platforms have not included payment via bank
accounts and credit cards.

LAOS: Plaosme is Laos’ online trading platform. With a loan
for creation and development from Asian Development Bank
(ADB), it is a platform providing market space for SMEs to sell
products in the country and other ASEAN countries. Currently,
there are over 80 users registered to sell products through
the website.
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MYANMAR: Since Myanmar’s Internet service has not been VIETNAM: Unlike other CLMV countries of which top online
able to cover much extensive areas, its Internet penetration
rate reached only 33.4 percent of its total population. Most
of them live in big cities like Rangoon. However, Myanmar has
popular online trading websites, namely BaganMart, OneKyat
and Shop.com.mm

platforms are local websites, Lazada is Vietnam’s top online
platform, which has been investing in Vietnam since 2012.
Thegioididong, a local website of Vietnam follows in the
second place with the access number similar to Lazada. Both
platforms offer payment via credit cards and bank transaction.

Malaysia Continuous Digital Economic Policy
Industry 4.0 Policy
Announced

Year of Internet Economy
Declared

2011

2010

National Transformation
Policy Announced

2016

2015

National E-Commerce
Council Founded

2017

Digital Free Trade Zone
Established

Source: The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)

Malaysia: The Potential Market for E-commerce of ASEAN
Basic factors like Internet penetration rate of Malaysian
population is 78.3 percent. Moreover, the key factor contributes
to the country’s competitiveness is the government’s support
and collaborative development of governmental and private
sectors. The Malaysian government has set the goal of being
a leader in e-commerce and implementations have been
continually carried out. Therefore, Alibaba, the e-commerce
giant from China has announced its alliance with the country
and established Digital Free Trade Zone (DFTZ) in 2017.
Consequently, Malaysia has become Alibaba’s first “hub”
outside China. The country acts as a port distributing products
to other countries in Asia with “Cainiao” as its logistics alliance
and “Ant Financial” as its payment system provider. DFTZ is
anticipated to be fully launched and ready for services in 2019.
It is certain that when Alibaba penetrates Malaysia’s market,
Lazada will definitely be the country’s popular e-marketplace
and followed by 11street and Shopee.

Thus, “Vietnam” is the most promising country for traders
looking for online market opportunity in CLMV. However, if
they want to expand their opportunity to ASEAN, “Malaysia”
is the country best meeting online traders’ needs. Retailers
of gem and jewelry products and other related items aiming
to earn market share in online business will have to adjust to
become a Traders 4.0 who knows limitations and advantages
of each platform as well as limitations in basic factors of some
target countries. Online trading will intensify competition in
terms of price and quality. In order to achieve marketing
success in this boundless trading world, products have to
offer quality and distinction. Most importantly, traders have
to be trustworthy and honest toward consumers.
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ASEAN Economic Data
Unemployment Rate (%)

Source: World Bank

Gross Domestic Product per capita, current prices (U.S. dollars)

Source: International Monetary Fund 2017

Macroeconomic Environment Rankings
(137 Countries)

Global Innovation Index
(127 Countries)

Source: The Global Competitiveness Report 2017

Source: The Global Innovation Index
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Gem and Jewelry Shopping Spots in Thailand
CHIANG MAI
WUALAI, CHIANG MAI is a renowned
production and trading area of silverware
and silver jewelry products made with
Lanna art and culture emphasizing on
exquisite and intricate patterns and
unique metal chasing technique.

TAK
GEM MARKET IN MAE SOT, TAK is
a large gem and jewelry trading place
in Northern Thailand. Due to its being
a border area connecting to Myanmar,
Myanmar traders travel to the area for
gemstone trading with Thai traders.
Thus, there is a wide range of products
circulating within the market.

NAN
MUEANG NAN AND PUA, NAN are famous for silverware handcrafts,
which are derived from local wisdoms passed down for
generations. Nan’s silver jewelry products are as unique and
exquisite as those in other provinces. They have become trading
areas for wholesale and retail as well as OEM producers.

SUKHOTHAI
SI SATCHANALAI, SUKHOTHAI is a manufacturing and trading
place for gold jewelry products with unique traditional patterns.
They are considered handcrafts requiring high meticulousness in
production and have to be handcrafted by goldsmiths because gold
used is of 99.5-99.99 percent purity. Gold weaving, enameling and
chasing techniques are used to maintain unique Thai artistry.

BANGKOK
SILOM AND SURAWONG are Thailand’s major trading streets
of gemstones as well as gem-studded jewelry products. There are
hundreds of shops of Thailand’s leading brands and small and
medium-scale retail shops inside buildings along both sides of the
streets.

CHANTHABURI
COLORED STONE MARKET IN
CHANTHABURI is located on Si Chan
Road and Trok Krachang, the province’s
key economic area. Being Thailand’s
largest polished colored stone market,
it is always crowded with business
operators coming for gemstone trading.

NAKHON SI THAMMARAT
THA CHANG ROAD, NAKHON SI
THAMMARAT has been Thailand’s
key manufacturing and trading source
of nielloware which is called “khruang
thom Nakhon”. Nielloware products
offered include jewelry pieces, utensils
and decorative items. There are also
products of silver and gold nielloware
objects made of silver or gold deeply
engraved with traditional patterns and
filled with niello, a black mixture,
to create a contrast background. The
etched patterns are their uniqueness.
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CHAROENKRUNG is dubbed as the “Silver Jewelry Road” because
hundreds of silver jewelers are located in the area. Products sold
are diversified. There are plain silver jewelry, gem-studded silver
jewelry, and silver jewelry incorporated with other materials. These
shops do not only manufacture and sell products of their own
designs, they are also OEM manufacturers.

YAOWARAT OR CHINATOWN is Thailand’s largest trading center
of gold jewelry and gold bar. Throughout the streets, over 150 shops
are clustered. Gold traded in Yaowarat is of 96.5 percent purity
standard (23.16 karat) which is popular among Thai consumers.

BAN MOR holds a reputation of being a famous location for diamond
manufacturing and trading for over a decade. Most of the businesses
in the area are focused on domestic customers. However, after
business expansion, some business operators have become large
exporters or formed their own brands.

KHAO SAN ROAD OR BANG LAMPHU is a wholesale and retail area
of silverware and silver jewelry products with 92.5 percent purity.
Products available are manufactured in household businesses and
brought in from other production sources as well as imported.
11
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Golden Opportunity...Gold and Gold Jewelry in Cambodia
Cambodia is a South East Asian country with rich natural resources and consistent
economic growth rates. During the past 5 years, the country’s average economic growth was
at approximate 7 percent per year (Asian Development Bank, 9 May 2018). Its government’s
policy on economic development and foreign investment promotion has boosted number of
middle-class Cambodians. Cambodian consumers’ spending behavior has changed as well.
They have shifted toward quality products and increasingly preferred brand-name products.
However, Cambodian consumers’ fondness for gold and gold jewelry consumption remains the
same. Gold is an asset preventing risks from different crises especially during political instability,
gold and gold jewelry is the most secure asset. Thus, Cambodian consumers demand for gold
and gold jewelry always increase.

Cambodian Consumers Inclination for Collecting Gold and Gold Jewelry
Even though, financial and political systems in Cambodia
has currently become more stable, people still feel insecure
in Cambodian riel and believe that gold is the best saving
method for wealth preservation. Cambodians earning more
income or surplus income usually buy gold and gold jewelry
to store at home and bank deposit. Canadia Bank Plc.,
a joint-venture of a Canadian company and National Bank of
Cambodia, offers gold deposit. It is the largest bank of the

country with over 50 branches nationwide. More than half
of deposit accounts with the bank are fixed deposit in gold.
They are followed by fixed deposit in US dollar. This distinctly
reflects Cambodians’ preference in gold accumulation.
Moreover, popularity of gold investment speculation
among Cambodians have been increasing. It is mainly buying
gold bars from gold trading companies when gold prices
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decrease and sell back to original traders when gold prices
rise. Some Cambodians, particularly new generations, have
turned to buying and selling gold futures. Thus, online gold
buying/selling and gold future buying/selling services were
launched by companies seeing growth potential in the market
such as Golden FX Link Capital Co., Ltd., with company
registration capital of US 5 million dollars in Cambodia.

The company has been granted a permission to operate the
business since 2016. Regarding gold jewelry, Cambodians
still prefer 24k gold jewelry to accumulate as asset and wear
during festivals or important occasions to demonstrate their
status. They also like Italian style 18k and 14k gold jewelry
for daily use and giving as a gift.

Lukfook Jewellery Cambodia

Cambodia Gold Import
Cambodia has gold mines but most of them are invested
by foreign companies. The mines have currently been
under a survey and there has not been clear information
of commercial value of recovered gold. Gold excavated by
the companies is usually exported for smelting into bars.
Thus, almost entire gold supplies in Cambodia need to be
imported. During the past 5 years, Cambodia gold import
grew positively. In 2017, Cambodia imported gold total US
2,952 million dollars, over 3.5-fold growth from the previous
year. Singapore was the largest import source with the
import value of US 2,110 million dollars. The country had
no gold import from the source in 2016. Thailand followed
Singapore with the import value of around US 842 million
dollars, a 28.50 percent growth from the previous year.
Gold was mainly imported for asset accumulation, instead
of cash saving, and speculation. It was also used for gold

jewelry production. Since gold imported from any sources
are not subjected to duties and VAT, the country’s import of
gold has been constantly growing.
Companies in Cambodia importing gold and buying/
selling gold in the country are required to obtain business
registration from the Ministry of Commerce and a permission
for trading gold related products with National Bank of
Cambodia. Ly Hour Exchange is Cambodia’s largest gold
trader and importer. There are other well-known companies
such as Liberty Gold (Cambodia) Import Export Co., Ltd.,
and Ly Heng Money Exchange. Cambodia has almost 4,000
business operators obtaining business registration for gold
and gold jewelry nationwide. More than half of them are
located in Phnom Penh.

Cambodia 's Gold Import Sources 2013-2017

Source: Global Trade Atlas, data calculation by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)
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and supplying diamond jewelry, gold jewelry, and silver jewelry,
which are sold domestically and internationally.

Cambodia Gold Jewelry Production

Some imported gold supplies are used in gold jewelry
production. Most of gold jewelry manufacturing businesses
Cambodia Gold Jewelry Import
are of small scale, household industry, with shops selling
gold jewelry. They have their own goldsmiths, focusing on
In the past, Cambodia’s gold jewelry market consists of
handicrafts. Their jewelry products are of simple styles.
only local business operators who produced gold jewelry with
simple patterns. Each business operator has different standards
Hundreds of gold jeweler businesses are located in the but their products could be sold because consumers had
Olympic Market and Psah Thmey Market (Central Market). a few choices. However, Cambodian consumers, nowadays,
They are mostly small-scale businesses with around 1-5 have become interested in standardized, and attractive modern
goldsmiths. Only a few of them have 10-20 goldsmiths. products. They also have more choices because some
24k gold ornaments are primarily manufactured. Some of Cambodian traders sell imported gold jewelry. Furthermore,
the businesses produced 18k gold jewelry to be set with more jewelry distribution companies have also been set up
gemstones while some others produced gold jewelry with by foreign companies such as Lukfook Jewellery Cambodia,
purity under 9 karat (with high percentages of silver or a leading company from Hong Kong. The company opened
other metals). Gold plated silver jewelry products are also a shop selling diamond and gold jewelry in Phnom Penh.
produced. Italian style white gold and tri-color gold jewelry As a result, manufacturers in the country have started to
products are mostly imported through Hong Kong and upgrade their jewelry manufacturing to better meet demand
Singapore.
of modern customers.
In addition, the government has also planned to become
one of ASEAN’ leading gem and jewelry manufacturer and
supplier in the near future. Investments from overseas
enterprises have been incited. Moreover, as an underdeveloped
country, Cambodia has been granted Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) status from the US and the EU. Thus, the
country is exempted from import duties. The advantage attracts
more foreign companies to start establishing companies
manufacturing and distributing jewelry in Cambodia, for
instance, Hong Kong Jewelry Cambodia Co., Ltd., a jointventure company of Hong Kong and Cambodia manufacturing
14

In 2017, Cambodia’s gold jewelry import value was at
US 22.56 million dollars, a 1.49-fold growth compared to that
of 2016. Singapore was the import source with the highest
share and the import value of US 11.41 million dollars, over
9.09-fold growth. Thailand was in the second place with the
import value of US 8.74 million dollars, more than 2.13-fold
growth. The third largest import source was Hong Kong with
the import value of US 1.83 million dollars, a 57.57 percent
decrease. Gold jewelry products imported from ASEAN
countries have been enjoying a 0 percent duty rate whereas
gold jewelry products imported from countries outside of

ASEAN are subjected to 7 percent duty rate. However, gold than that from countries outside of ASEAN. Additionally,
jewelry products imported from any sources are subjected to transportation within ASEAN countries is cheaper and less
10 percent import VAT. Therefore, gold jewelry from ASEAN complicated.
countries may have more potentials in Cambodia market

Cambodia 's Gold Jewelry Import Sources 2013-2017

Source: Global Trade Atlas, data calculation by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)

Gold and Gold Jewelry Trading in Cambodia
Normally, gold prices in Cambodia are quoted according
to gold prices in the global market especially those of
London market from benchmark prices of London Bullion
Market Association (LBMA). Gold trading in Cambodia uses
“chi” and “domlung” as weight units. 10 chi is equal to

1 domlung and 1 domlung is equivalent to 1.2 troy ounce
or 37.49 grams. Thus, 1 chi is equal to 3.749 grams. Gold
purity is indicated in parts of 1,000, for example, 24k gold
refers to gold with 99.999% purity.

15
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Cambodian consumers are fond of 24k gold jewelry
which is called “Tuk Dorp Meas” in Cambodian. When a
customer buy a gold bar or a gold jewelry piece, a shop will
give a receipt and a certificate indicating type and weight
of the product. These are important documents which have
to be kept for selling the product back to the shop in the
future. Generally, when a customer sells a piece of plain gold
jewelry back to a shop, US 5-10 dollars (goldsmith’s charge)
will be deducted from a seller. Customers selling gold bars
back to shops will get prices according to benchmark prices
announced on that day.

Most of the country’s gold and gold jewelry trading
areas are located in Phnom Penh. The Olympic Market is
where gold and gold jewelry trading center is situated. Gold
and gold jewelry products are also available in major tourist
places such as the Psah Thmey Market, Russian Market and
NGO Stores. The gold jewelry products sold in these markets
mainly contain gold purity of 14k and higher. Gold jewelry
products with purity under 14k are usually sold in the Old
Market (Phsar Chas).

The Bright Future of Gold and Gold Jewelry in Cambodia
At present, around 25 percent of 15 million Cambodians
are consumers with purchasing power. The number is on
the rise following the country’s economic development. In
addition, fondness for accumulating gold and gold jewelry
among Cambodians as mentioned is likely to support the
country’s gold and gold jewelry growth to thrive in the coming
decades. As Cambodia has to rely on imported gold supplies,
the country has been exempting duties and VAT for imported
gold. This is a golden opportunity for foreign gold traders
to export more gold supplies to Cambodia. Regarding gold
jewelry, new generations of Cambodians like imported trendy
brand-named products. Despite duties and VAT levied on
imported gold jewelry products, Cambodians consumers’
demand for the products has remained strong. Therefore,
gold jewelry import value increased as the country’s import
statistic of 2017 shows that gold jewelry import increased
1.49 folds. However, gold jewelry products from ASEAN
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countries have an advantage in Cambodia over countries
outside of ASEAN because they are not subjected to import
duties. Thus, a bright future is apparent in this market.
Additionally, Cambodia has a large number of workforce
and low wage rates. The workforce are ready to learn to
develop their skills. Since the government has also set a plan
to become one of ASEAN leading manufacturer and supplier
of gem and jewelry, the country has been encouraging
investments from foreign countries. Furthermore, Cambodia’s
having been granted GSP status from developed countries
as a less developed country is another advantage which
will attract more foreign investors to found companies
manufacturing and supplying gold jewelry in Cambodia. These
may, consequently, enable Cambodia to achieve its goal of
becoming one of ASEAN primary gold jewelry manufacturer
and supplier in the future.

ASEAN’s Export Declines While a Slight Increase
Seen in Global Market
Export of gem and jewelry
ASEAN Gem and Jewelry Export to Global Market
products (exclusive of gold) of the
10 ASEAN countries to the global
market during the past 5 years, from
2013 to 2017, gained an average
growth rate of over 9 percent, while
an average growth rate of the
global market declined by 2 percent.
According to the latest data of 2017,
the export value of ASEAN decreased
around 13 percent compared with
the previous year. Meanwhile, the
global market’s gross export rose
slightly around 2 percent. As a result,
ASEAN’s overall export share of 2017
fell. The export value of many ASEAN
countries especially Singapore and
Indonesia, the second and third
largest exporters of the region, to the global market decreased from the previous year. On the contrary, despite a slight growth
by 16.17 percent and 25.67 percent respectively. Export value rate of 2.53 percent, the export of Thailand, the largest exporter
of gold jewelry, the key product of the two countries, dropped of ASEAN, still grew.

Gem and jewelr y product
ASEAN Gem and Jewelry Export to Global Market (By Country)
(exclusive of gold) gross export
value of ASEAN’s 6 major exporters
in 2017 was at US 19,997.91
million dollars. The value was a
slight decrease compared with the
previous year. Thailand remained
the largest exporter of ASEAN with
the highest gross export value of all
ASEAN countries at US 7,109.32
million dollars, a 34.57 percent share
of ASEAN gross export value. The
country’s earned a 2.35 percent share
of the global market’s export value.
Following Thailand was Singapore
with the export value of US 5,528.74
million dollars. In spite of remaining
as the third largest exporter of the
region, Indonesia faced relatively
significant decline in the export value compared with the previous trading partner countries, Switzerland, Singapore, Hong Kong,
year. The country’s gross export value was at US 3,712.77 and the UAE decreased almost 50 percent compared with
million dollars, the lowest of the past three years. It was a result 2016.
of Indonesia’s export of gold jewelry, its key product, to main
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ASEAN Gem and Jewelry Export (By Category)
IMITATION
JEWELRY
5.36%

OTHERS
4.31%

SILVER
JEWELRY
4.75%
GOLD
JEWELRY
28.01%

COLORED
STONES
15.57%
SILVER
JEWELRY
23.19%

GOLDSMITH /
SILVERSMITH'S WARE
5.32%

SINGAPORE

IMITATION
JEWELRY
23.74%

VIETNAM
SILVER
JEWELRY
5.27%
OTHERS
13.60%

OTHERS
15.37%

WASTE
& SCRAP
18.54%

MALAYSIA

Note:
(1) ASEAN’s export value refers to a total of gem and jewelry product
export under HS 71 excluding unwrought gold (7108) of 10 member
countries calculated by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand
(Public Organization) based on data from Global Trade Atlas.

GOLD
JEWELRY
25.04%

PEARLS
17.70%

GOLD
JEWELRY
54.24%

WASTE &
SCRAP
25.07%

DIAMONDS
26.05%

GOLD
JEWELRY
23.78%

DIAMONDS
17.23%

INDONESIA

GOLD
JEWELRY
44.16%

WASTE &
SCRAP
10.39%

OTHERS
25.47%

SILVER
JEWELRY
5.61%

GOLD JEWELRY
72.83%

DIAMONDS
23.57%

OTHERS
10.10%

IMITATION
JEWELRY
5.32%

ARTICLES
OF PEARLS
4.17%

WASTE &
SCRAP
18.16%

THAILAND
COLORED
STONES
3.98%

OTHERS
2.09%

SILVER
2.17%

IMITATION
JEWELRY
19.85%

PHILIPPINES

(2) ASEAN’s gem and jewelry export (by category) refers to average
shares of 2015 - 2017 calculated by The Gem and Jewelry Institute
of Thailand (Public Organization) based on data from Global Trade
Atlas.

Table showing Gem and Jewelry Tax Rate and Fee in ASEAN member countries
COUNTRY
Brunei Darussalam

Import Duty (MFN Rate)

VAT/GST

0%

-

Additional Tax/Fee
Excise Duty 15%

Cambodia

0-7%

10%

Customs Fee 15,000 KHR/unit

Indonesia

0-15%

10%

Withholding Tax 0-10%1

Laos

5%

10%

Turnover Tax 10%2

Malaysia

0%

10%3

-

Myanmar
0-30%
				

Commercial Tax 5-100%4
Landing Charge 0.5%5

Philippines

3-10%

12%

Import Fee 250 PHP/each

Singapore

0%

7%

-

Thailand

0-10%

7%

-

Vietnam

0-30%

10%

-

Source: www.worldtariff.com

Note:
1. Basis of assessment is cost, insurance and freight (HS Code: 3. Sales and Service Tax (SST) comes into effect replace the Goods
7113, 7115, 7116 and 7117).
& Services Tax (GST) in Malaysia on 1 September 2018.
2. Basis of assessment is duty paid value. 5% of duty paid value 4. Basis of assessment is cost, insurance and freight.
levied on goods considered essential to domestic production.
5. Basis of assessment is cost, insurance and freight.
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ASEAN News Update
Thailand Launches “Buy with Confidence” Campaign to Assure Gem and
Jewelry Product Quality
In April, The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand or GIT, a gem and
jewelry specialized agency under Thailand’s Ministry of Commerce,
launched the Buy with Confidence (BWC) Campaign to raise confidence
among consumers and tourists as an implementation of key campaigns,
which drive Thailand toward becoming the world’s gem and jewelry trading
hub in compliance with the government’s policy, through GIT’s quality
certifications. GIT has collaborated with major agencies, namely Ministry
of Commerce, Ministry of Tourism and Sports (Department of Tourism and
Tourism Authority of Thailand), Office of the Consumer Protection Board
and Tourist Police Bureau. It has been anticipated that the campaign will
enhance consumers’ confidence and boost opportunities to sell gem and
jewelry products with quality certifications to Thai and foreign tourists.

Malaysia Gold Jewelry Export Declines Following UAE’s 5 Percent VAT
Announcement
The Penang Goldsmith Association has forecasted that Malaysia’s
gold jewelry export in 2018 is likely to decline as much as 40 percent of
the country’s gross gold jewelry export value. The gross export value of
the year may decrease to US 996.3 million dollars, while the gross export
value of 2017 was around US 1.67 billion dollars. The major cause was
the announcement of the United Arab Emirates, Malaysia’s key trading
partner, to levy 5 percent VAT on gold jewelry products. The announcement
caused prices of imported products to increase so much that consumers
were put off by the prices and most of jewelry retail shops had to reduce
gold jewelry import from every trading partner countries.

Vietnam’s Gold Consumption Demand Rose the Highest in ASEAN
According to a report of World Gold Council, Vietnam was the country
with the highest growth rate of gold consumption demand in South East
Asia. This was a result of economic expansion in 2017 as a favorable growth
of 6.8 percent was seen. Therefore, there was a boost in gold product
consumption. Generally, Vietnamese consumers prefer spending money
on gold jewelry to save as an asset over spending their money in other
methods of investment. It was found that in 2017, Vietnam’s demand for
gold jewelry product consumption increased around 7 percent, or a gross
consumption volume of 16.8 tons.
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Japan Market Charmed by Indonesian Handmade Jewelry
Indonesia supported its business operators to display and sell their
jewelry products at the 22nd International Jewelry Kobe (IJK) in Japan
during the midyear. Indonesia’s exhibition zone attracted visitors who
were interested in handmade jewelry products with Indonesian designs
and identity over other products. The business operators earned over 10
million yen or around US 90 billion dollars. It was a helpful opportunity
for the business operators to promote such products to flourish in Japan
market. Currently, Indonesia is the fourth most important trading partner
in Japan’s jewelry market. The country has acquired a 9.29 percent share
in the market, following the US, South Korea and South Africa respectively.

Jadeite Business in Myanmar Faces a Problem
Foreign traders’ illegal buying of rough jadeite has led to decreasing
inflow of raw materials for sale in Mandalay’s jadeite markets. Most of
the jadeite sold at the markets are of low to medium quality suitable for
producing carved products, of which popularity has been declining. Most
of the consumers prefer jewelry products made from high quality jadeite.
It has become more difficult for business operators in the markets to sell
low to medium quality jadeite. However, business operators in Mandalay
still run their businesses by trying to penetrate foreign tourists market.
They have also been anticipating the government’s success in diminishing
the problem of illegal acquisition of raw materials soon.

Kachin Locals Protest Against Myanmar Gem Bill
Over 500 Kachin locals marched out to protest against a bill of Myanmar Gemstones Law, 2017. The government
had announced earlier that the public’s opinions upon the bill were welcomed before its official promulgation
following a long haul. The locals proposed to add a provision concerning prohibition of using large machinery for
mining because they do not want mining concession to be granted to large gem mining operations, which locals
cannot be involved in or gain benefit. They also requested for reduction of import duty on ruby, sapphire, and jadeite
from 20 percent to 10 percent. Overall, Kachin people anticipate that the government would take their proposals
into consideration and give equal opportunity to benefit from gem mining.
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